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Low-energy NN tensor force from n¢ -p¢ scattering: Results of an accurate experimental approach
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The spin-dependent neutron-proton total cross-section differencesDsL and DsT have been measured be-
tween En55 and 20 MeV in longitudinal and transverse nucleon spin orientations. From these data the
3S1-3D1 mixing parameter«1, which characterizes the nucleon-nucleon tensor force at low and intermediate
energies, was determined in a model-insensitive way. In combination with measurements at higher energies,
our values for«1 support a nucleon-nucleon tensor interaction that is stronger than predicted by all modern
high-precision nucleon-nucleon potential models and phase-shift analyses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Theoretical motivation

The quality with which the most recent nucleon-nucle
(NN) potential models@1–3# describeNN scattering data
and the deuteron properties is remarkable. TheNN database
of the Nijmegen group@4# is reproduced withx2/N'1.
However, if one uses these high-precisionNN potentials to
calculate the binding energy of3H, the simplest nontrivial
nucleus, then one finds that both local and nonlocal po
tials underbind3H by amounts ranging from 860 keV@1,2#
to 480 keV@3#. Because the binding energy of few-nucle
systems is dominated by the contribution of theNN tensor
force, which in turn is determined by the well-accepted o
boson exchange~OBE! mechanism, meson-exchange-bas
NN potential models seem destined to underbind all n
trivial nuclear systems.

Traditionally, the 3H binding energy discrepancy is ac
counted for by adding phenomenological or semipheno
enological three-nucleon forces~3NF’s!. The inclusion of the
3NF’s is justified at least at some level because the me
exchange basedNN potential models freeze out internal~i.e.,
quark! degrees of freedom. However, this approach is un
isfactory for the3H binding energy problem unlessNN and
3NF potentials are derived in an internally consistent w
This is the case only for the Ruhrpot potential@5#.

Evidence for the importance of 3NF’s in low-energy sc
tering processes is also subject to criticism. It is known t
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agreement between the rigorously calculated2S1/2 phase
shift in p1d scattering and the result obtained fromp1d
phase-shift analyses can be improved by adding a 3NF
justed to fit E

3H

exp @6#. However, this observation does n

prove the existence of a sizable 3NF, because it can be
gued, as in the case of the bound state, that the central pa
theNN potential is not sufficiently strong. A stronger centr
force is readily accomodated in meson-exchange basedNN
potential models if the tensor force is made weaker to ma
the deuteron binding energy. The evidence for the imp
tance of 3NF’s therefore rests on the assumption that
well-understood OBE is largely responsible for theNN ten-
sor force, and that OBE is indeed the correct effective
scription of the underlying theory, quantum chromodynam
~QCD!. Before calling for 3NF’s, it is critical to learn
whetherNN potential models do in fact describe low-energ
tensor-force relatedNN observables to the necessary acc
racy.

Beyond interest in the existence of 3NF’s, there is
newed theoretical interest in how best to describe both
long-range~one-boson exchange! and the short-range~six-
quark! characteristics of theNN interaction using the sam
formalism. Hybrid-typeNN potential models@7# take into
account meson and quark degrees of freedom in diffe
frameworks, which give rise to interesting interference ph
nomena between the tensor and the central force. In the
stituent quark model, obtained in a nonrelativistic limit fro
the QCD Lagrangian, theNN interaction is described by a
six-quark wave function consisting of the two-nucleon clu
ters and a Hamiltonian acting on the quarks@8#. The Hamil-
tonian includes as-meson exchange potential on the nucle
level. Finally, in Weinberg’s approach@9# the starting point
is the most general Lagrangian in terms of pion and nucl
fields and their covariant derivatives, incorporating the a
proximate chiral symmetry of QCD. Corrections to the on
pion exchange~OPE! potential arise naturally and are take
into account@10,11#.
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With these ongoing theoretical activities in mind it is im
portant to measure specificNN parameters which are, in th
conventional meson-exchange descriptions, governed by
exchange of only a small number of bosons. Only with
curate data for these parameters will it be possible to dis
guish between the traditional and the recent more fundam
tal approach to theNN interaction and to discern whether th
description of the3H binding energy indeed requires siz
able 3NF’s.

An excellent test case for probing the accuracy of
OBE mechanism is the comparison of experimental data
NN potential model predictions for the3S1-3D1 mixing pa-
rameter«1 in neutron-proton (n1p) scattering. The phas
shift «1 is a measure of theNN tensor force at low energies
In OBE potential models the magnitude of the tensor fo
results from the interplay of an attractive OPE contributi
and the repulsiver-exchange contribution@12#. The appro-
priate balance between these two contributions is mainly
tained from fits to the3P0 and 3P2 NN phase-shift param
eters at energies above 100 MeV. Therefore, the effec
tensor force used in OBE potential models is not based
the deuteron properties and low-energyNN data alone, but is
crucially influenced by higher energy phenomena@12#. In
practice, it is important to directly compare to data rath
than to phase-shift descriptions of«1, because phase-shi
analyses traditionally incorporate OPE as a tool for obtain
unique phase-shift solutions. The parameter«1, as well as all
otherNN parameters, cannot be determined in a direct se
through a single experiment. In general, its determinat
requires the knowledge of otherNN phase-shift parameters

In this paper we present the results of a powerful exp
mental approach for determining«1 which minimizes the
sensitivity to otherNN parameters, thereby allowing an a
curacy in the determination of«1 that has not been achieve
previously. The measurements consist of transverse and
gitudinal cross-section differences for polarized neutron s
tering from polarized protons in the 5 to 25 MeV ener
range. Our results were published in short form in Ref.@13#.

B. Previous status of«1 at low energies

To obtain information about the accuracy of the OB
mechanism, high-accuracy determinations of the isospiT
50, 3S1-3D1 mixing parameter«1 are required at low en
ergies. For the3H binding energy problem, nucleon energi
up to about 60 MeV are important. The knowledge of«1 in
this energy range prior to the present TUNL results is su
marized in Fig. 1.

The datum atEn550 MeV is based mainly on backward
angle data for the spin-correlation coefficientAzz(u) in nW

1pW scattering obtained at PSI@14#. The Bonn value at 25.8
MeV determined from a polarization-transfer coefficie
Dt(u) measurement (nW 1p→n1pW ) at uc.m.5123° @15#
agrees with the trend of the PSI result. However, the va
obtained by the Bonn group at 17.4 MeV~open circle! in a
similar experiment „using neutrons from the reaction
2H(d,np)2H and 2H(d,npnp) rather than 2H(d,n)3He…
@16# is considerably lower, and agrees with the datu
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~square! of the Erlangen/Tu¨bingen group@17#. The Bonn
group has recently confirmed its previous result@18# in an
experiment using En517.4 MeV neutrons from the
2H(d,n)3He reaction.

On the other hand, the recent measurements by
Prague/Dubna group~open triangle in Fig. 1! at the nearby
energy ofEn516.1 MeV @19,20# are in excellent agreemen
with theoretical expectations and nicely follow the trend
the 1995 TUNL data of Wilburnet al. @21# at energies below
11.6 MeV ~shown as filled triangles!. The 13.7 MeV
Erlangen/Tu¨bingen result@17# was obtained from a measure
ment of the spin-correlation coefficientAyy(u) in nW 1pW scat-
tering atuc.m.590°. The TUNL data@21# are based on mea
surements of thenW 1pW transverse total cross-sectio
differenceDsT , whereas the recent Prague/Dubna deter
nations@19,20# of «1 were obtained from measurements
both the transverse@19# and longitudinal@20# nW 1pW total
cross-section differenceDsT andDsL . It remains a mystery
why the «1 values of both the Erlangen/Tu¨bingen group at
En513.7 MeV and of the Bonn group atEn517.4 MeV are
so small compared to theoretical expectations shown in
1. Here, the solid curve represents the result of the Nijme
Partial-Wave Analysis PWA93@4#, which is in close agree-
ment with the Bonn BNN potential-model description@22#
given by the dashed curve. The dashed-dotted curve is
VPI phase-shift analysis result~FA95! @23#. This curve is
different from the other representations of«1, but it describes
the experimental values of«1 considerably better in the en
ergy range above 20 MeV. Not shown, but almost indist
guishable from the solid curve are the Nijmegen~Nijm93!
@1#, Argonne AV18 @2#, and CD-Bonn@3# NN potential-
model predictions. This observation is not too surprisi
since these three potential models are fitted to PWA93@4#.

Summarizing Fig. 1, it is obvious that only the phase-sh
analysis of the VPI group is in reasonably good agreem
with the data at energies above 20 MeV.1 OPE-based theo
retical constraints prevent both the Nijmegen PWA93 a
the NN potential models from reproducing these data. T
relatively steep slope of«1 at very low energies is related t
the quadrupole moment of the deuteron. Starting at ener
above 10 MeV, theory predicts a decreased energy de
dence of«1. If the two determinations of«1 at En525.8 and
50 MeV are indeed correct, then either the balance betw
OPE andr exchange is not correctly adjusted in the pres
NN potential models, or other, currently unknown phys
contributes to theNN tensor force in the energy range o
interest.

II. POLARIZED NEUTRON-POLARIZED PROTON
TOTAL CROSS-SECTION DIFFERENCES

As seen from Sec. I B, the determination of«1 from n
1p scattering requires at least two polarization measu

1In Fig. 1 we did not include the results of the Karlsruhe gro
@24# obtained fromAyy(u) meaurements between 20 and 50 Me
due to the relatively large fluctuations present in these data. T
are included in the VPI analysis, but not in the Nijmegen PWA
analysis. On the average, the Karlsruhe results are above the
curve.
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ments. Either a polarized neutron beam and a polarized
ton target are required, or, if only one of the two particles
the entrance channel is polarized, then the polarization o
least one of the two particles in the exit channel must
measured. From all the possible observables in then1p
scattering system which meet these requirements, s
dependent total cross-section difference measurements
experimentally the most attractive ones for determining«1.
We will show that they are also extremely attractive from
theoretical point of view.

The spin-dependent total cross-section differences are
fined as the differences in the total cross sections with
proton target and neutron beam polarized antiparallel
parallel to each other and directed either longitudinal (L) or
transverse (T) to the beam direction:

DsL5s~� !2s~¹ !, ~1!

DsT5s~↑↓ !2s~↑↑ !, ~2!

where the top~first! arrow refers to the proton target and th
bottom~second! arrow to the neutron beam spin orientation

For particles with spin, the optical theorem relates
total cross sections t to the forward scattering amplitud
f m8M8,mM
8 (0°) by @25#

s t54p|ImH (
mm8

(
MM8

rmm8rMM8 f m8M8,mM
8 ~0°!J , ~3!

wherermm8 andrMM8 are the density matrices of the proje
tile and target, respectively, and| is the reduced wavelength
Following Hnizdo @26,27#, the total cross section can b
written in terms of partial cross sectionsskKL corresponding
to different ranksk and K of the statistical tensors of th
beam and target, respectively, and to different values of
transfered orbital angular momentumL. For a spins5 1

2

neutron incident on a spinI 5 1
2 proton, the result is

s t5s01Ps1 , ~4!

where s0[s000 is the spin-independent part of the cro
section ands1 is the spin-dependent part of the cross s
tion, consisting of central and tensor termss110 and s112,
respectively@26#,

FIG. 1. Experimentally determined values of the phase-shift
rameter«1 and theoretical predictions prior to our present wo
References are given in the text.
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3
~ ŝ• Î !s1101A 3

10 F ~ ŝ•p̂!~ Î•p̂!2
1

3
ŝ• Î Gs112J PT .

~5!

In Eqs.~4! and~5! P is the polarization of the neutron beam
PT is the polarization of the proton target,ŝ and Î are unit
vectors in the directions of the neutron and proton spin,
spectively,p̂ is a unit vector in the direction of the neutro
beam. The transverse and longitudinal cross-section dif
ences are given by

Ds52
2s1

PT
~6!

with s1 evaluated for the respective geometriesŝ, Î , and p̂.
To evaluate the asymmetry in transmission due toDs, we
consider the transmission of neutrons through a target la
dx. The change in flux is given by

dN652N6~s06s1!dx, ~7!

where N6 is the number of neutrons in the magnetic sp
substatem561/2. Differences in attenuation for the tw
spin states lead to a change in beam polarizationP, given by

1

s1

dP

dx
2P21150. ~8!

Solving Eq.~8! for the initial conditionP(x50)5Pn gives
the polarization as a function of target thicknessx:

P~x!5
Pn2tanh~xs1!

12Pn tanh~xs1!
. ~9!

The change in the total number of neutronsN5N11N2 is
now given by

dN52N@s01P~x!s1#dx, ~10!

which can be integrated to give the total number of neutr
N after passing through a thicknessx:

N5N0e2s0x@cosh~s1x!2Pn sinh~s1x!#, ~11!

whereN0 is the number of neutrons incident on the targ
The asymmetryen of the transmitted neutrons is given by

en5
N~1Pn!2N~2Pn!

N~1Pn!1N~2Pn!
52Pn tanh~s1x!. ~12!

Since the argument of the hyperbolic tangent is less t
0.05 for neutron energies above 1 MeV, this can be appr
mated by

en.2Pns1x. ~13!

Finally, using this relation and Eq.~6!, we obtain for the
cross-section difference

Ds5
2en

PnPTx
. ~14!

-
.
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In terms ofNN phase-shift parameters,DsL andDsT are given by

DsL5
p

k2
$22cos 2d~1S0!2cos 2d~3P0!13@cos 2d~3P1!2cos 2d~1P1!#

1cos 2«1@cos 2d~3S1!2cos 2d~3D1!#15@cos 2d~3D2!2cos 2d~1D2!#

1cos 2«2@cos 2d~3P2!2cos 2d~3F2!#14A2sin@d~3S1!1d~3D1!#sin 2«1

14A6sin@d~3P2!1d~3F2!#sin 2«2%, ~15!

DsT5
p

k2
$cos 2d~3P0!2cos 2d~1S0!23 cos 2d~1P1!1cos 2«1@cos 2d~3S1!12 cos 2d~3D1!#

25 cos 2d~1D2!1cos 2«2@2 cos 2d~3P2!13 cos 2d~3F2!#

22A2sin@d~3S1!1d~3D1!#sin 2«122A6sin@d~3P2!1d~3F2!#sin 2«2%, ~16!

wherek is the wave number and the phase shiftsd are labeled in spectroscopic notationd(2S11LJ). Terms withJ>3 are
omitted because they contribute negligibly toDsL andDsT in the energy range of interest. The large sensitivity ofDsL and
DsT to «1 at low energies is due to cancellations between individual phase shifts. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the sensitivity
of DsT andDsL to a61° variation of«1 in the energy range belowEn525 MeV, the energy range of interest in the prese
work. Here, we started from the Nijmegen PWA93 result, shown as a solid curve, and increased~decreased! «1 by 1° and
obtained the dashed-dotted~dashed! curve. Note also that the sensitivity ofDsL to variations of«1 is a factor of 2 larger than
that for DsT . It is also important to point out that there is a considerable loss in sensitivity with increasing neutron e

As has been pointed out in Refs.@21,28#, an even larger sensitivity to«1 can be obtained by introducing the observabl

D5DsL2DsT5
p

k2
$222 cos 2d~3P0!13 cos 2d~3P1!15 cos 2d~3D2!

23 cos 2«1 cos 2d~3D1!2@cos 2d~3P2!14 cos 2d~3F2!#cos 2«2

16A2sin@d~3S1!1d~3D1!#sin 2«116A6sin@d~3P2!1d~3F2!#sin 2«2%. ~17!
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In contrast toDsT andDsL , the differenceD does not de-
pend on any singletNN phase shifts. This reduces the mod
dependence in the determination of«1 to a minimum and at
the same time maximizes its sensitivity to«1. Figure 2~c!
shows the dramatic sensitivity of the observableD to a61°
variation of«1. Again, this sensitivity is due to cancellation
between the different terms given in Eq.~17!. For example,
inserting the PWA93 phase shifts atEn512 MeV into Eq.
~17! ~except for the sin 2«1 term! one obtains

D5
p

k2
$8.41sin 2«110.01%. ~18!

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental determination ofDsL (DsT) requires
the measurement of the transmission asymmetry for a lo
tudinally ~transversely! polarized neutron beam through
longitudinally ~transversely! polarized proton target whe
one or the other spin is reversed. Following Eq.~14!, the
product of proton target polarization and thickness (PTx)
and the neutron polarizationPn must be known accurately in
order to determineDsL , DsT and D from the measured
01400
l

i-

asymmetryen . Data forDsL were obtained at neutron en
ergies of 4.98, 6.95, 10.72, 14.65, 17.14, and 19.71 M
The previous data set forDsT of Wilburn et al. @21# between
3.65 and 11.60 MeV was extended to higher energies. D
were taken at neutron energies of 10.70, 14.58, and 17
MeV.

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is sho
in Fig. 3. A polarized neutron beam in the 2 to 20 Me
energy range is produced by charged-particle reactions in
neutron production target. The zero-degree neutron flux
monitored by a small transmission-type monitor detec
which is attached to a phototube~not shown! via a long light
guide. The polarized proton target is centered in a superc
ducting magnet and the transmitted neutrons are detecte
the shielded zero-degree neutron detector located at the
of a collimator. In the following sections we will briefly
describe the parts of the experimental setup that are cru
for an accurate determination ofDsL andDsT .

A. The polarized proton target

In contrast to the statically polarized proton target (TiH2)
used in previous TUNL measurements@21#, the present tar-
4-4
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get is dynamically polarized@29#. Dynamic polarization al-
lows for a rapid reversal ('30 min! of the polarization di-
rection of the target, which is crucial for canceling the effe
of instrumental asymmetries. In a transmission experim
the figure of merit of a polarized target is (PTx)2, the square
of the polarizationPT times thicknessx, stressing the need
for both high polarization and high density.

The target material is 1,2 propanediol@C3H6(OH)2, den-
sity 1.27 g/cm3#, frozen into 1 mm diameter beads, giving
hydrogen concentration of 531022H/cm3. The propanediol

FIG. 2. Sensitivity ofDsT ~a!, DsL ~b!, and D ~c! to 11°
~dot-dashed curve!, and 21° ~dashed curve! variations in «1 at
neutron energiesEn525 MeV. The solid curve is from the
Nijmegen PWA93 analysis.
01400
t
nt

is chemically doped with 2-ethyl 2-hydroxybutyric ac
~EHBA! in a complex with chromium-V@30# to provide the
free electrons (431019electrons/cm3) required for dynamic
nuclear polarization~DNP!. The target thickness is nomi
nally 0.06 H/barn~compared to 0.02 H/barn of our previou
TiH2 based polarized proton target!. The target is cooled to
0.5 K by a 3He evaporation refrigerator of the PSI desig
@31#. DNP was induced using a microwave system and
perconducting magnet.

A schematic view of the cryostat is shown in Fig. 4. T
4He dewar and the liquid-4He-filled split-coil superconduct-
ing magnet are surrounded by a vacuum jacket, two cop
heat shields and several layers of aluminized mylar. T
dewar is cooled to 2 K by pumping on the4He bath which is
in thermal contact with a3He condenser where recirculatin
3He gas condenses.

The 3He refrigerator~shown in Fig. 5! cools the target to
0.5 K by pumping on3He. At this temperature the coolin
power of the refrigerator is approximately 15 mW with
3He flow rate of 0.6 mmol/s. The3He system is modular in
construction and is top loaded into the cryostat, making
independent from the4He system. At the bottom of the re
frigerator is the3He cup. Liquid 3He fills this cup and im-
merses the target cup, a 1.431.431.4 cm3 ~inner dimen-
sions! container. The target cup is fastened to the microwa
horn located at the end of a long target insert~Fig. 5!, which
is top loaded into the center bore of the refrigerator. T
target insert is also the microwave waveguide from roo
temperature to 0.5 K, and supports the NMR coaxial cab
Figure 6 gives details of the target cup seated in the3He cup.

The free electrons provided by chemical doping are nea
100% polarized at 0.5 K and 2.6 T. Nuclear polarization
induced by pumping with'7 mW of microwave radiation a
69.524 GHz for positive and 69.124 GHz for negative prot
polarization@29#.

NMR measurements were made continuously to mon
the relative proton target polarization during theDsT and
DsL experiments and during the absolutePTx calibration
measurements at low neutron energies. Typically, the ta
polarization wasPT565%. The NMR system was calibrate
by measurement of the thermal equilibrium proton target
larization at 0.5 and 1.0 K before eachDs measurement.
The NMR coil is made of two loops of 0.051 cm diamet
copper wire wrapped around the outside of the target cup
shown in Fig. 7. The coil is connected to room-temperat
electronics by a cryogenic coaxial cable. The LRC circ
response is measured by a Liverpool box@32# tuned to the
proton Larmor frequency. Measurements of the circuit
sponse with the magnet tuned off-resonance~unpolarized!
were also made for background subtraction.

B. The polarized neutron beam

The polarized neutron beam was produced as a secon
beam using one of four different neutron-production re
tions: transverse and longitudinal polarization transfer in
3H(pW ,nW )3He reaction at low energies to calibrate the prod
of PTx for the polarized proton target, and transverse a
4-5
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the ex
perimental setup showing the neu
tron production target attached t
the beamline, neutron monitor de
tector, polarized target, collimator
and zero-degree neutron detecto
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longitudinal polarization transfer in the2H(dW ,nW )3He reaction
to measureDsT andDsL at the energies of interest.

The polarized proton or deuteron beam was produced
the TUNL Atomic Beam Polarized Ion Source@33# and the
TUNL 10 MV tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. A Wie
Filter was used to produce the desired quantization a
~transverse or longitudinal! on target.

The target for low-energy (En,2 MeV! neutron produc-
tion consisted of a 2.2 mg/cm2 layer of tritiated titanium
('TiT1.4) evaporated onto a metallic beam stop. Pro
beam currents were typically 1mA and beam energies wer
2.95 MeV~transverse! or 1.83 MeV~longitudinal!. The neu-
tron beam energy was determined by observingn212C
cross-section resonances. The proton beam polarization
determined from measurements of left/right scattering as
metries inp24He scattering~see Sec. IV B1!. The quantiza-
tion axis of the beam was precessed transverse at the W

FIG. 4. Schematic of the4He cryostat. The superconductin
magnet gets liquid4He from the 2 K bath through two small be
lows ~not shown!.
01400
y
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Filter for polarimetry during theDsL measurements. The
neutron beam polarization was then calculated from the p
ton beam polarization and from the polarization-transfer
efficients~see Sec. IV B 3!.

The target for high-energy (En.5 MeV! neutron produc-
tion was a 6.0 cm long deuterium gas cell separated from
beamline vacuum by a 6.431024 cm thick Havar window
and terminated by a metallic beamstop. The cell was filled
33105 Pa and beam currents were typically 1mA. The deu-
teron beam polarization was determined from measurem

FIG. 5. Schematic of the target insert and3He fridge. The fridge
and insert can be top loaded into the cold cryostat@31#.
4-6
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of left/right scattering asymmetries from the3He(dW ,p)4He
reaction~see Sec. IV B 2!. As for protons, the quantizatio
axis of the beam was precessed transverse at the Wien F
for polarimetry during theDsL measurements. The neutro
beam polarization was calculated from measured deute
beam polarizations and known polarization-transfer coe
cients~see Sec. IV B 3!.

C. Neutron detectors

Two neutron detectors were used in the present exp
ment: a monitor detector and a zero-degree neutron dete
~see Fig. 3!. These detectors are described below.

The monitor detector is described in Wilburnet al. @21#,
with the exception that a transistorized base@34# was used to
reduce count-rate-dependent gain changes@35#. The detector

FIG. 6. Schematic of the3He cup inserted into the refrigerator

FIG. 7. Schematic of the target cup showing the NMR coil.
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was placed in the neutron beam downstream of the neu
production target~see Fig. 3! and coupled to a phototube vi
a 1 m long light pipe. This geometry places the phototu
outside of the fringe field of the superconducting magnet
our polarized proton target. The monitor detector was u
only for the runs where the polarized neutron beam was p

duced by the2H(dW ,nW )3He reaction. In this case the neutro
yield is weakly dependent on the deuteron beam tensor
larization, so beam current integration alone is not suffici
to determine the neutron flux incident on the polarized p
ton target.

The zero-degree neutron detector consisted of a 12.7
diameter312.7 cm long organic scintillator~Bicron 501! at-
tached to a photomultiplier tube which was coupled to
transistorized base. The detector was mounted inside a p
ethylene collimator used to define the neutron beam view
by the detector. The collimator prevents room scattered n
trons from reaching the neutron detector. The entrance b
of the collimator was located 45.7 cm from the neutron p
duction target, and 18.4 cm from the polarized proton targ
The bore was 2.4 cm32.4 cm with a taper to 9 cm39 cm at
the exit of the 128.3 cm long collimator~2.5 msrad solid
angle!. The distance between the zero-degree neutron de
tor ~polarized proton target! and the neutron-production tar
get was 211.5 cm~238.8 cm!. The alignment of the polarized
proton target with respect to the neutron beam was verifie
77 K by placing a small copper block with a small center
alignment hole in the target cup and then exposing an x-
film at the exit of the collimator. Theg-ray flux in the beam
was sufficient to expose the film~for 20 min! and to show
clearly the position of the hole in the copper block.

IV. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

A. Neutron transmission asymmetry measurements

As stated earlier, transverse asymmetries were meas
at En510.70, 14.58, and 17.08 MeV, and longitudinal asy
metries were measured at 4.98, 6.95, 10.72, 14.65, 17
and 19.71 MeV. In addition, transmission asymmetries w
measured at low energy@En51.92 MeV (DsT) and
En50.79 MeV (DsL)# to calibrate the productPTx. The
same experimental and analysis procedures were followe
all neutron asymmetry measurements. The beam polariza
was reversed at 10 Hz in the eight-step seque
12212112 to minimize sensitivity to drifts in time to
second order@36#, and the target polarization was revers
every 4–6 h. The measured neutron asymmetries range
magnitude from 0.231024 to 40031024. The statistical un-
certainty was typically less than 1% after 24 h of data taki

The neutron yields were normalized to the integra
beam current when the polarized neutron beam was
duced by the3H(pW ,nW )3He reaction. When the polarized neu
tron beam was produced by the2H(dW ,nW )3He reaction, the
measured neutron yields were normalized to the monitor
tector yields. This normalization accounts for a beam-curr
asymmetry as well as for a neutron flux asymmetry due
the tensor polarization dependence of the source reac
@45#.
4-7
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The signals from the zero-degree neutron detector w
analyzed using pulse-shape discrimination in order to se
rate neutron events fromg-ray events. A high threshold wa
set to remove breakup neutron events from the monoe
getic 2H(d,n)3He events. The threshold settings were ve
fied in separate measurements with a pulsed beam and
tron time-of-flight techniques. The high count rate in t
monitor detector precluded the use of pulse-shape discr
nation. Instead, we relied on a high-threshold setting and
low detector efficiency forg rays in this very small scintil-
lator. Events from the zero-degree and monitor detectors
well as beam current and dead-time information, were
corded and tagged with spin orientation and recorded o
spin-flip ~800 ms! basis.

In practice, the measurement of a transmission asymm
is susceptible to many systematic effects. In addition
asymmetries due to incident neutron flux asymmetries,
considered effects resulting from dead-time asymmetries
false asymmetries due to count-rate dependent detector
ciencies. The correction procedures are discussed in m
detail in Refs.@13,36,37#. The main systematic error arise
from a nonlinear neutron detector efficiency, which contr
uted to a false asymmetry typically of order 10% of the m
sured asymmetry. Uncertainty in this correction was trea
as systematic and added in quadrature to the statistica
certainty for subsequent calculations.

B. Beam polarization measurements

The charged-particle beam polarization was determi
from analyzing reactions in a polarimeter chamber@37# lo-
cated some 5 m in front of the polarized target. The pola
imeter consisted of a 2.54 cm diameter33.81 cm high gas
cell made of 2.2931024 cm Havar foil which was inserted
into the beam for polarimetry. Feedback slits immediately
front of the chamber were adjusted to form a 4 mm34 mm
aperture. Charged particles were detected by three collim
silicon detectors. One of the detectors was placed at z
degrees~with an appropriate stopping foil in front! and the
other two were placed symmetrically to the left and to t
right of the beam propagation axis. Events from the th
detectors were tagged for routing with detector and spin-s
information. The neutron beam polarization was calcula
from the measured charged-particle polarizations
polarization-transfer coefficients.

1. Proton beam polarimetry

The proton beam polarization was determined from
measured left/right asymmetry inp24He elastic scattering
The proton beam polarization is given by

Pp5
ep

Ay
, ~19!

whereAy is the p24He analyzing power, which in genera
depends on incident beam energy and angle.Ay was calcu-
lated from the partial-wave expansion of the elastic scat
ing amplitude for spin-12 particles given by Satchler@38#.
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Phase shifts were taken from the effective-range param
zation of Schwandt@39#. The asymmetry was calculate
from

ep5

S NL1NR2

NL2NR1
D 1/2

21

S NL1NR2

NL2NR1
D 1/2

11

~20!

to cancel detector efficiencies. TheNab are counts in thea
detector for theb spin state.

The detectors were positioned at the angle of greatest
lyzing power for maximum sensitivity (u lab5111° for trans-
verse measurements atEp52.95 MeV,u lab581° for longi-
tudinal measurements atEp51.83 MeV!. The analyzing gas
cell was filled to 105 Pa of 4He gas.

The asymmetries were analyzed on a channel-by-cha
basis. A statistical uncertainty of,1% was obtained in'5
min. The proton beam polarization was measured appr
mately every 4 h during each low-energyDs measurement
to calibratePTx for each target. Typical values for the proto
beam polarization were of order 70%.

2. Deuteron beam polarimetry

Deuteron-beam polarimetry was performed using
3He(dW ,p)4He reaction atEd58.0 MeV during theDsT mea-
surements, and atEd58.0 or 12.0 MeV during theDsL mea-
surements. The polarimeter side detectors were positione
the angle of maximumiT11 (u lab5111° for measurements a
Ed58.0 MeV, u lab5130° for measurements atEd512.0
MeV!. The gas cell was filled to 105 Pa of 3He gas.

Both polarized and unpolarized data were taken. The v
tor and tensor deuteron beam polarizations were calcul
from zero-degree detector normalized, left/right detec
yields for both polarized and unpolarized beam. The ze
degree flux was measured by the zero-degree char
particle detector (DsT measurements! or by the neutron-
monitor detector (DsT measurements!.

The 3He(dW ,p)4He analyzing powersiT11, T20, andT22
were obtained from Legendre polynomial fits to phase sh
taken from Bittcheret al. @40#. The uncertainties in the ana
lyzing powers were derived from uncertainties in the pha
shifts.

Asymmetries were analyzed on a channel-by-channel
sis. A statistical uncertainty of,2% for the vector polariza-
tion was obtained in'10 min. Tensor polarization uncer
tainties were of order 10%. Deuteron polarimetry w
performed before and after eachDs measurement, and th
beam polarization was monitored approximately every 4
with the TUNL spin-filter polarimeter@41#. Typical deuteron
beam polarizations were of the order ofPi560% andPii
580%, wherei stands for eithery or z.

3. Neutron beam polarization

The neutron beam polarization was calculated from
charged-particle beam polarization using know
polarization-transfer coefficients. For the3H(pW ,nW )3He reac-
4-8
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tion, the neutron beam polarization for the transverse or l
gitudinal geometries was calculated from the expression

Pn~0°!5PpKi
i 8~0°!, ~21!

whereKi
i 8(0°) are thepolarization-transfer coefficients.

An auxiliary measurement ofKy
y8(0°) wasperformed at

En51.88 MeV using the Tu¨bingen/TUNL neutron polarim-
eter @42# calibrated withn24He scattering. The result ob

tained,Ky
y8(0°)50.65560.021, is consistent with the earlie

value @Ky
y8(0°)50.65660.036# of Wilburn et al. @43# mea-

sured atEn51.94 MeV using the same neutron polarimet
Since these two results are in excellent agreement
bracket our energy ofEn51.92 MeV, the present value fo

Ky
y8(0°) wasused to calculatePn(0°).

Values ofKz
z8(0°) for thereaction3H(pW ,n)3He were not

available belowEp54.0 MeV (En53.2 MeV!. Therefore,
auxiliary measurements were performed by Walstonet al.

@44# to determineKz
z8(0°) between 1.3 and 2.8 MeV proto

energy.
For the 2H(dW ,nW )3He reaction, the neutron beam polariz

tion for the transverse or longitudinal geometries was ca
lated from the expression@45#

Pn5

3
2 PiKi

i 8~0°!

11 1
2 Pii Aii ~0°!

. ~22!

The polarization-transfer coefficientKy
y8(0°) and thetensor

analyzing powerAyy(0°)@52 1
2 Azz(0°)# were extracted

from fits to data taken from Lisowskiet al. @46#. Values for

Kz
z8(0°) were extracted from Salzmanet al. @47# and for

Azz(0°) from Lisowski et al. @46# and Salzmanet al. @47#.

C. Measurements ofPTx

The product of proton target polarization and target thi
ness PTx was directly measured by low-energy neutr
transmission. IfDsT(L) is known, Eq.~14! can be rewritten

PTx5
2eT(L)

PnDsT(L)
. ~23!

At very low energy, DsT(L) is well determined by
effective-range expansions, phase-shift analyses, andNN po-
tential models. As the neutron energy goes to zero, the te
interaction turns off andDsT(L) depends only upon the sca
lar spin-spin interaction, which, at zero energy, only depe
on the singlet and tripletn1p scattering lengths3S1 and
1S0, respectively. As a result, all realistic calculations
DsT(L) agree to high precision at low neutron energies@13#.

Therefore,PTx can be determined from measurements
Pn and the low-energy transmission asymmetry. These m
surements were performed for three targets used during
course of ourDsT andDsL experiments. Neutron transmis
sion asymmetries were measured atEn51.915 MeV~trans-
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verse! andEn50.793 MeV~longitudinal!. The neutron beam
energy was calibrated using12C resonances in neutron tran
mission experiments.

The average values forDsT(L) using phase-shift analyse
and potential models are 940~3476! mb with a62 (68) mb
standard deviation. Our determination ofPTx for the trans-
verse and longitudinal geometries were accurate to 4
6 %, respectively. NMR measurements were used to acc
for the less than 1% differences in target polarization occ
ing in the interval betweenPTx andDs measurements.

TABLE I. Experimental values ofDsL , DsT , andD, and«1

results of thex2 minimization ofDcalc2Dexp. The data forDsT at
En54.98 and 7.43 MeV are from Wilburnet al. @21#. All other data
are from the present work.

En ~MeV! DsL ~mb! DsT ~mb! D ~mb! «1 (°)

4.98 94.0610.8 41.0633.8 53.0635.5 0.3860.26
7.43 213.461.8a 2129.0611.9 115.6612.0 1.1660.12
10.7 242.265.9 2140.467.0 98.269.2 1.3560.13
14.6 251.564.6 2143.067.2 92.568.5 1.6960.16
17.1 239.966.6 2123.966.7 84.069.4 1.8160.21
19.7 232.867.2 2.1060.27

aThis value was measured at 6.95 MeV and scaled to 7.43 M
according to the energy dependence of the Nijmegen partial-w
PWA93 analysis.

FIG. 8. Plot of experimental values ofDsT ~a! and DsL ~b!
from the present work and from other measurements. Error b
include statistical and systematic uncertainties.
4-9
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V. RESULTS

Following Eq. ~14!, and using measurements of neutr
asymmetries, neutron beam polarizations, andPTx values,
the cross-section differencesDsT , DsL , and the difference
D were calculated. They are listed in Table I. The uncerta
ties include all statistical and systematic uncertainties ad
in quadrature. The experimental values forDsL andDsT are
plotted in Fig. 8 in comparison with the Nijmegen PWA9
prediction. The results for the observableD are given in Fig.
9.

The phase shift«1 was determined from a single-energ
single-parameterx2 minimization of (Dcalc2Dexp) at each
energy.Dcalc was calculated from trial values of«1 and the
remaining phase shifts were taken from PWA93. Using t
procedure, the description of the cross section and analy
power data used in PWA93 remains virtually unchang
The uncertainties associated with the tripletn1p phase
shifts given in Eq.~17! have a negligible influence on th
overall uncertainty of«1. A 1% change in3S1 at En510
MeV changes the differenceD by only 0.3%. Modifications
of the 3Pj phase-shift parameters that are consistent with
description of theNN analyzing power data result in chang
of D by only 0.1%. Finally, a 5% change of3D1 affectsD
by 0.25%. This extremely small dependence ofD on the
triplet phase-shift parameters of Eq.~17! is an additional and
unique advantage of our approach compared to earlier d
minations of«1.

Results of thisx2 minimization are listed in Table I and
plotted in Fig. 10. The value atEn519.7 MeV is from ax2

minimization ofDsL alone. The error bars include statistic
and systematic uncertainties.

VI. DISCUSSION

Figure 10 compares experimental determinations of«1
with theoretical predictions. Here, we omitted the two d
points of the Erlangen/Tu¨bingen and Bonn groups nearEn

FIG. 9. TUNL results for the observableD ~filled circles!. The
error bars include statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
tum at En516.2 MeV ~triangle! was obtained recently at Pragu
The curves show the sensitivity ofD to changes in«1: The solid
curve is the PWA93 prediction ofD, and the dot-dashed~dashed!
curve is the predicted value ofD with «1 varied by11° (21°).
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515 MeV ~see Fig. 1!, which must be plagued by unknow
experimental effects. Our data~filled circles! obtained in the
energy range belowEn520 MeV support the trend indicate
by the previous measurements at 25.6 and 50 MeV. Clea
the experimental results for«1 are substantially higher in
magnitude than the phase-shift prediction PWA93~solid
curve! of the Nijmegen group as well as the recent analy
SP99~dashed-dotted curve! of the VPI group@49#. For com-
pleteness, we added in Fig. 10 the prediction of the CD-Bo
potential~dashed curve! as an example for one of the rece
high-precisionNN potential models.

How significant are these larger values for«1 for our
understanding ofNN potential models? Since theNN tensor
force is due mainly to OPE- andr-exchange contributions
the answer to this question is not simple. First, it may
helpful to point out that our data are in fair agreement w
the effective-range parametrization of Mathelitsch and V
West @48# ~dotted curve in Fig. 10!. This parametrization is
based on OPE, but here the OPE tensor force is not redu
by invoking apNN form factor, as is customary in phase
shift analyses and potential models. Furthermore, as has
pointed out by Machleidt@50#, our data for«1 and the deu-
teron properties can be reproduced well by an OPE poten
with Bonn-B or CD-Bonn typepNN form factor~1.7 GeV!,
i.e., by a model that does not incorporate any heavier mes
exchange contributions. This observation may point to d
ciencies in the theoretical treatment of heavier meson
change~like r, v, s, h, andd exchange! in NN potential
models. Clearly,r exchange has the most important infl
ence in our energy range. However, as pointed out alread
the Introduction, it is well known that a strongr coupling
(kr56.1) is required to fit the3P0 , 3P2, and 1D2 NN phase
shifts at energies above 100 MeV, where short-range eff
are clearly important. Obviously, a mechanism is needed
generates a largerNN tensor force and at the same tim
provides a good fit to the phase-shift parameter referred
above. Interestingly, the description of the low-ener
nucleon-nucleon analyzing powerAy(u) data, which is sen-
sitive to the 3PJ NN interactions, could tolerate a weakr
coupling. Finally, as pointed out by Machleidt@50#, our data
favor a largeh for the deuteronD- to S-state asymptotic
normalization constant. In fact, the dotted curve in Fig. 10

a-

FIG. 10. «1 data including new TUNL experimental resul
~filled circles! and the datum atEn516.2 MeV ~triangle! from Pra-
gue. See text for references. Theoretical curves are explained i
text.
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based onh50.0272. Although larger values forh in general
imply larger values for«1, this correlation is not very strong

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have performed polarized neutron bea
polarized proton target transmission experiments belowEn
520 MeV to determine the differenceD of the spin-
dependentn1p total cross-section differencesDsL and
DsT . This observable allows for a practically model inse
sitive determination of the phase-shift parameter«1, which is
a measure of then1p tensor interaction at low and interme
diate energies. In combination with other experiments,
values of«1 support aNN tensor interaction that is stronge
than predicted by all modern meson-exchange basedNN po-
tential models and the Nijmengen PWA93 and VPI SP
phase-shift analyses. This finding has far reaching con
quences with respect to the binding of few-nucleon syste
Following the traditional approach, it calls for larger thre
nucleon force effects than currently considered and expe
from the analysis of three-nucleon data.
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Clearly, our high-accuracy data for«1 raise more ques-
tions than they provide answers. One of the unanswe
questions is whether the persistent difficulties experien
with currentNN potential models in reproducing the electr
quadrupole moment of the deuteron is related to our findi
for «1. However, our data add significantly to the conjectu
that new concepts are needed to provide a more fundame
and accurate description of theNN interaction than presently
available.
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